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Abstract—As a critical component in electromagnetic exploration device, there are many issues in frequency domain electromagnetic transmitter to be addressed in the aspect of cover range of frequency points, operation efficiency under wild condition and high precision synchronization transmission as well as other aspects. The application of direct digital frequency synthesize technology (DDS) and the design of complex programmable logic device (CPLD) allow us to adjust the transmitting signal frequency of transmitter to any frequency within the range of 10kHz-0.01Hz; with the powerful logic operation capability of CPLD, a simple, reliable multi-frequency power supply wave shape with balanced power distribution is added in the basis of common frequency sweeping function, which significantly improved the operation efficiency of field electromagnetic prospecting; the design is equipped with constant temperature crystal oscillator calibration circuit based on GPS, consequently realize the high precision synchronization transmitting and the technological support for the synchronic signal collection. It is approved in a series of sink experiments and wild experiments that the transmitting wave shape synthesized by the transmitter could fully satisfy the requirement of wild electromagnetic exploration, the frequency point is high in precision, with stable frequency and balanced multi-frequency power distribution, the transmitting synchronization error is in nanosecond class, the arrangement of dead time is rational.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequency domain electromagnetic method is the method to research on the ground steady-state response to the frequency change, this method has been widely used in metal mineral exploration, coal mine investigation, environment hydrological survey as well as other fields[9]. At present, the representative frequency domain electromagnetic transmitter are GDP-32 from American company Zonge and V8 from Canadian company Phoenix etc[2]. In China, different research institutes contributed to the development in this case such as ATTEM-II from University of Jilin, WDC-2 from Langfang geophysical exploration institute, WTEM-1 from Chongqing University, wide field electromagnetic transmitter developed by Central South University[3-4]. The transmitting frequency point of most transmitter at present is realized by frequency division for fixed frequency point, which could not support the transmitting of random frequency, and limit the general application of transmitter[9]; the common frequency sweeping method is used in wild exploration, i.e. transmit the wave shape of certain one frequency to the underground at one time, however the efficiency is low; although GPS Global Positioning System and high precision constant temperature crystal oscillator were applied in some transmitting systems to realize synchronized transmission, it is hard to preserve long time synchronized transmission as the issue of frequency drift in constant temperature crystal oscillator was not addressed[9]. All these issues need serious attention in the development of frequency domain electromagnetic transmitter.

Regarding the above issues, the synthesize of transmitting wave shape of random frequency is realized based on the advantage of DDS in digital frequency synthesize and the proper dead time from CPLD; a simple and reliable multi-frequency transmitting wave shape is designed in this research, which is approved by Fourier transform operation that the power distributed in each frequency point is balanced; the issue of time drift in constant temperature crystal oscillator is solved by the measurement of time difference between the GPS pulse per second signal and the 1Hz frequency division signal from constant temperature crystal oscillator, and regulate the control voltage range of crystal oscillator with the digital to analog converter with the purpose to calibrate the crystal oscillator, high precision synchronized transmitting is realized and the relevant functions have been testified in wild experiment.

II. SYNTHESIS OF MULTI-FREQUENCY CURRENT SUPPLY WAVE

Fig. 1 Multi-frequency current supply wave
The multi-frequency current supply wave in Fig. 1 is designed for the research, taking \( t_1 = \frac{3}{1600} \) s, \( T = \frac{1}{100} \) as example, the expression in Fig. 1 is

\[
f(t) = 2I_o \left( G_f(t) - G_f(t - T) + \delta_f(t) \right)
\]

where \( G_f(t) \) represents the rectangular pulse between \(-T/2\) and \(T/2\), \( \delta_f(t) \) represents the cycle unit impulse sequence. The Fourier transform of \( f(t) \) is

\[
F(w) = 2I_o \int \left( \frac{3\pi}{4} \sin \left( \frac{3w}{1600} \right) \right) \delta \left( w - 200\pi \right)
\]

according to the above expression, when \( w = 200n\pi \) (i.e. \( f = 100n \)), \( F(w) \) has value, the power is mainly distributed in four frequency points as 100Hz, 300Hz, 400Hz and 500Hz, the proportion of the amplitude value of each frequency point in that of fundamental wave is 69%, 55%, 64% and 33%, the power distribution is balanced, the wave in other frequency point is composed of harmonic wave.

### III. HIGH PRECISION TIME SYNCHRONIZATION TRANSMISSION

The introduction of constant temperature crystal oscillator calibration technology based on GPS signal would facilitate the realization of high precision time synchronization in frequency domain electrical prospecting. At first, CPLD would divide the frequency of constant temperature crystal oscillator by 1Hz, the internal value between measured 1Hz signal and GPS second pulse signal would be delivered to micro-processor ARM, then ARM could calculate the numerical relationship between control voltage range of crystal oscillator and the frequency drift, regulate the control voltage range of crystal oscillator with the digital to analog converter with the purpose to calibrate the crystal oscillator, then use the fixed time signal PPS generated from crystal oscillator frequency division as synchronize signal to realize high precision synchronized transmission. As the issue of crystal oscillator frequency drift with time has been addressed, we obtained desired synchronization signal and ensured the precision and stability of the transmission frequency of the transmitter. Fig. 2 is the schematic diagram of crystal oscillator frequency calibration system.

IV. EXPERIMENT TEST

Fig. 3 is the spectrogram of dual frequency current supply wave shape synthesized by 100Hz and 400Hz control signal, which is consistent with the calculation result, the power is mainly concentrated in four frequency points as 100Hz, 300Hz, 400Hz and 500Hz. The diagram showed that the power in multi-frequency wave shape is balanced, the precision of frequency point is high, and satisfies the planed design effect.

Fig. 4 is the measurement diagram of time different between the synchronize signal PPS from crystal oscillator frequency division and GPS second pulse when crystal oscillator calibration technology was not introduced. Fig. 4 showed that the synchronization signal shifted 48us in total under continuous operation for 5 hours which is much better than the precision requirement in electromagnetic exploration. In order to test the synchronization precision of this system, 120Hz single frequency signal has been transmitted continuously for 5 hours, one synchronization error is recorded for every 10 min, and the record result is as in Fig. 5. We can see from the comparison between Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that the precision of system synchronization error is better than 111ns under long time continuous operation condition, which fully satisfies the requirement on synchronization precision for frequency domain electromagnetic exploration.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from research on the synthesis of multi-frequency signal and high precision synchronization technology in frequency domain electromagnetic transmitter:

- Single frequency bipolar rectangular synthesis is realized with the application of DDS and CPLD technologies, the flexibility of control system in the transmitter would be improved under the condition that the precision and stability of transmitting frequency point.
- A simple and reliable multiple wave shape synthesis plan is proposed to improve the operation efficiency of transmitter in wild condition.
- The frequency drift issue of constant temperature crystal oscillator is addressed with the application of constant crystal oscillator technology based on GPS and realized the high precision time synchronization of transmitter.
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